
Ice Planet Barbarians: A SciFi Alien Romance

Author: Ruby Dixon

You'd think being abducted by aliens would be the worst thing that could happen to me. And you'd be wrong. Because now, the aliens are having ship trouble,

and they've left their cargo of human women - including me - on an ice planet.

And the only native inhabitant I've met? He's big, horned, blue, and really, really has a thing for me...

Barbarian Alien: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 2)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Twelve humans are left stranded on a wintry alien planet. I’m one of them. Yay, me.

In order to survive, we have to take on a symbiont that wants to rewire our bodies to live in this brutal place. I like to call it a cootie. And my cootie’s a jerk,

because it also thinks I’m the mate to the biggest, surliest alien of the group.

--

BARBARIAN ALIEN is a sequel to ICE PLANET BARBARIANS. You do not have to read both in order to understand the plot, but the story will be richer if you do!

Barbarian Lover: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 3)

Author: Ruby Dixon

As one of the few humans stranded on the ice planet, I should be happy that I have a new home. Human women are treasured here, and one alien in particular

has made it clear that he wants me. It's hard to push away the sexy, flirtatious Aehako, when all I want to do is grab him by his horns and insist he take me to his

furs.

But I've got a terrible secret - the aliens who abducted me are back, and thanks to the translator in my ear, they can find me. My presence here endangers

everyone...but can I give up my new life and the man I want more than anything?

Barbarian Mine: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 4)

Author: Ruby Dixon

The ice planet has given me a second lease on life, so I'm thrilled to be here. Sure, there's no cheeseburgers, but I'm healthy and ready to be a productive

member of the small tribe. What I didn't anticipate? That there'd be a savage stranger waiting nearby, watching me. And when he takes me captive, the

unthinkable happens...I resonate to him.

Resonance means mating, and children...but I don't know if this guy's ever been around anyone before. He's truly a barbarian in all ways, right down to clubbing

me over the head and claiming me as his own.

So why is it that I crave his touch and hunger for more?

The Ice Planet Barbarians series:

ICE PLANET BARBARIANS (Georgie's story)

BARBARIAN ALIEN (Liz's story)

BARBARIAN LOVER (Kira's story)

BARBARIAN MINE (Harlow's story)

House of Earth and Blood (Crescent City Book 1)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

A #1 New York Times bestseller! 

 

Sarah J. Maas's brand-new CRESCENT CITY series begins with House of Earth and Blood: the story of half-Fae and half-human Bryce Quinlan as she



seeks revenge in a contemporary fantasy world of magic, danger, and searing romance. 

 

Bryce Quinlan had the perfect life-working hard all day and partying all night-until a demon murdered her closest friends, leaving her bereft, wounded, and alone.

When the accused is behind bars but the crimes start up again, Bryce finds herself at the heart of the investigation. She'll do whatever it takes to avenge their

deaths. 

 

Hunt Athalar is a notorious Fallen angel, now enslaved to the Archangels he once attempted to overthrow. His brutal skills and incredible strength have been set

to one purpose-to assassinate his boss's enemies, no questions asked. But with a demon wreaking havoc in the city, he's offered an irresistible deal: help Bryce

find the murderer, and his freedom will be within reach. 

 

As Bryce and Hunt dig deep into Crescent City's underbelly, they discover a dark power that threatens everything and everyone they hold dear, and they find, in

each other, a blazing passion-one that could set them both free, if they'd only let it. 

 

With unforgettable characters, sizzling romance, and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by #1 New York Times bestselling author

Sarah J. Maas delves into the heartache of loss, the price of freedom-and the power of love.

Dark Power Unleashed (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 51)

Author: I. T. Lucas

Cassandra's power is unpredictable, uncontrollable, and destructive. If she doesn't learn to harness it, people might get hurt.

Onegus's self-control is legendary. Even his fangs and venom glands obey his commands.

They say that opposites attract, and perhaps it's true, but are they any good for each other?

"Lucas never disappoints! In Dark Power Unleashed (2nd book in trilogy of Cassandra & Onegus' story), the latest in the Children of the Gods series, new

information is coming to light about the existence of other types of immortals. Also, new possibilities are being revealed about the Odus & their humanity.

Romantically, Onegus becomes hopeful about Cassandra's probability of being a Dormant when he becomes suspicious of her mother's possible immortality.

As always, Lucas keeps the twists & turns unfolding, while keeping the romance hot, and the intrigue building!

As a fan of Christine Feehan, J. R. Ward, Mandy M. Roth, V. A. Dold, & Jeaniene Frost, I have devoured this series & know I will read it again & again!Eagerly

awaiting the next book!!"

Ice Planet Holiday: A SciFi Holiday Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 5)

Author: Ruby Dixon

All this snow and no holidays? What's a stranded human to do?

Create a new holiday, of course. Georgie and the other women decide to bring some new traditions and cheer to the sa-khui. More babies are born, presents are

exchanged, and a new romance blossoms between a human woman desperate for a change, and the alien determined to protect her.

This 25,000 word novella is NOT intended as a stand-alone. Looking for a place to start? Try ICE PLANET BARBARIANS, book one in the series.

Barbarian's Prize: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 6)

Author: Ruby Dixon

It’s hard being the most popular girl on the ice planet. The alien men are falling all over themselves to impress me in the hopes that I’ll take them to my furs. But

they don’t know my secrets – none of them do. And they don’t realize that behind my smile, I just wish they’d go away.

I don’t want any of them. I want someone else – someone with a gorgeous blue body, big horns, and the most intense gaze ever. He’s the only one that knows

the truth. Maybe with him, I can work through my fears of the past….but I’m pretty sure he wants more than just friendship.

He wants forever, and I’m not sure I can give it.

This is book 6 in the Ice Planet Barbarians series.

Book 1 - Ice Planet Barbarians (Georgie's Story)

Book 2 - Barbarian Alien (Liz's Story)

Book 3 - Barbarian Lover (Kira's Story)

Book 4 - Barbarian Mine (Harlow's Story)

Book 5 - Ice Planet Holiday (A Holiday Novella)



Barbarian's Mate: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 7)

Author: Ruby Dixon

'Resonance' is supposed to be a dream - that's when your soulmate is chosen for you. And everyone on the ice planet has hooked up with a big, hunky soulmate

of their own...except me. So do I want a mate? Heck yeah. More than anything, all I've ever wanted is to be loved by someone.

Except that the soulmate chosen for me? My least favorite person on the darn ice planet. Haeden's the most cranky, disapproving, unpleasant, overbearing male

alien...so why is it that my body sings when he gets close? Why is he working so hard to prove to me that he's not as awful as I think he is?

I hate him...don't I?

***

The Ice Planet Barbarians Series:

Ice Planet Barbarians - Georgie's Story

Barbarian Alien - Liz's Story

Barbarian Lover - Kira's Story

Barbarian Mine - Harlow's Story

Ice Planet Holiday - Claire's Story (novella)

Barbarian's Prize - Tiffany's Story

Barbarian's Mate - Josie's Story

Barbarian's Touch: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 8)

Author: Ruby Dixon

When I wake up on the ice planet, I’m scared of everything: this place is cold, silent, and the locals look more like blue devils than aliens. To make matters worse,

one of the strangers decides I’m going to be his girlfriend and kidnaps me away from my sister. I’m completely and utterly alone. What’s a girl to do?

Well, this girl escapes. 

Of course, that means I go from frying pan into the fire, and my situation gets even more dangerous. Just when I have no hope left, a new hero appears. Sure,

he’s blue, horned, and has a tail. He’s also fierce, protective, makes me purr...and thinks I'm perfect.

But is what we have real or just a mating instinct? 

Check out the entire Ice Planet Barbarians series:

Book 1 -- Ice Planet Barbarians (Georgie's story)

Book 2 -- Barbarian Alien (Liz's story)

Book 3 -- Barbarian Lover (Kira's story)

Book 4 -- Barbarian Mine (Harlow's story)

Book 5 -- Ice Planet Holiday (Claire's story)

Book 6 -- Barbarian's Prize (Tiffany's story)

Book 7 -- Barbarian's Mate (Josie's story)

Book 8 -- Barbarian's Touch (this book!)

Book 9 -- Barbarian's Taming (coming soon!)

Barbarian's Taming: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 9)

Author: Ruby Dixon

As a newcomer to the alien tribe, I've struggled to find my place. It might be because I'm a tad headstrong at times. And yes, I might have thrown a few things at 

people's heads. But I had a good reason to pitch a fit - my shy sister was stolen away right under my nose. Of course, now she's back and mated. Everyone's 

happy...except me. 

 

I need...affection. 

Attention. 

Okay, I'm lonely. Really lonely. 

 

Strangely enough, the only person that I think understands what I'm going through is the same blue-skinned brute that stole my sister. It's wrong to hook up with 

him, even as a mindless fling. 

 

Except...I'm not so good with the whole 'rules' thing.



And he's not so great with the 'fling' thing.

Barbarian's Heart: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 10)

Author: Ruby Dixon

I’ve never spent a day without my mate since arriving on the ice planet. I’m happy and in love, and we have a beautiful child together. All that changed when the

world shook.

My mate nearly died.

He wakes up from his coma…and he can’t remember me. Or our son. Every memory of the past two years is gone. And that changes everything between us.

How can I love someone that doesn’t remember me?

How can I not, when I know he’s still my mate underneath it all?

Barbarian's Hope: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 11)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Seasons ago, I resonated to the quietest of tribesmates, a male content to love me from afar while I was the center of attention. We could have been happy.

Despite our differences, I loved him and he loved me.

But then a terrible thing happened…and my world was never the same again.

Now resonance is giving us a second chance, but…I’m afraid. What if what I have with my mate is too broken to be fixed? What if there’s no hope left for us at

all?

The Commanders' Mate (Interstellar Brides® Program Book 15)

Author: Grace Goodwin

Commander Karter is a Prillon Warrior. His first duty is to protect his people, to defend the Coalition worlds from a fate too terrible to comprehend. Battle is his life.

His heart. He fights. He has never once been selfish enough to believe he deserved an Interstellar Bride. Until he's matched at the worst possible time.

Astronomer Erica Roberts has always dreamed of seeing the stars. Volunteering as an Interstellar Bride is a win-win, not only will she be able to see the galaxy,

but she's more than ready to take on the two alien warriors she's been promised. She's all in. But when she transports directly into the aftermath of a battle, she

quickly learns this won't be an easy match. Her two commanders are torn between battling the Hive and battling their need for her.

If a new Hive weapon can destroy a Coalition battlegroup in the space of a single heartbeat, what will it do to Commander Karter's match? And how is he and his

second supposed to keep their mate safe if they can't even save themselves?

The Atlantis Gene: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

The greatest mystery of all time... 

the history of human origins... 

will be revealed. 

 

In Antarctica, researchers discover a mysterious structure, buried in ice. 

 

In a lab in Jakarta, an autism researcher identifies a revolutionary treatment that could change everything. 

 

But these two incredible discoveries aren’t what they seem. They will set off a race to unravel the deepest secrets of human existence—and an event that could 

change humanity forever. 

 

 

Experience the novel that started it all: The Atlantis Gene is the first book in A.G. Riddle’s bestselling Origin Mystery trilogy—a series that has sold over THREE 

MILLION copies worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings 

on GoodReads. The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture. 

 

The product of years of research, The Atlantis Gene is filled with real science and history that will change how look at human origins—and humanity’s future. Like



millions of other readers, you’ll be up late turning the pages, promising yourself, just one more chapter. 

 

 

Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look At The Atlantis Gene 

 

70,000 years ago, the human race almost went extinct. 

We survived, but no one knows how. 

Until now. 

 

The countdown to the next stage of human evolution is about to begin, and humanity might not survive this time. 

 

 

Off the coast of Antarctica, a research vessel discovers a mysterious structure buried deep within an iceberg. It has been there for thousands of years, and

something is guarding it. Could it be the fabled city of Atlantis? Or is it something more dangerous? 

 

At the same moment, in Jakarta, Indonesia, a brilliant geneticist named Kate Warner has just discovered a breakthrough treatment for autism. Or so she thinks.

What she has found is far more deadly—for her and for the entire human race. Her work could unleash the next stage of human evolution. It might also hold the

key to unlocking the mysterious structure off the coast of Antarctica. 

 

On the other side of Jakarta, Agent David Vale is racing to uncover a conspiracy with far-reaching implications. But he’s out of time. His informant inside the

conspiracy is dead. His own organization has been infiltrated—and his enemy has turned the hunt on him. Now he’s on the run. But when he receives a coded

message related to an imminent attack, he risks everything to save the one person that can help him stop it: Dr. Kate Warner. 

 

Together, Kate and David race to unravel a global conspiracy and learn the truth about the Atlantis Gene... and human origins. Their journey takes them to the far

corners of the globe and into the secrets of their pasts. Their enemy is close on their heels and will stop at nothing to obtain Kate’s research and force the next

stage of human evolution—even if it means killing 99.9% of the world’s population. David and Kate can stop them... if they can trust each other. And stay alive. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and hardcover). It’s also in Kindle

Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Barbarian's Choice: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 12)

Author: Ruby Dixon

I might be the only unmated female in my tribe, but it doesn’t mean I’ve given my heart. I’m waiting. I want resonance, and I won’t settle for anything less.

But when an alien ship lands and a handsome stranger steps out, I know he’s the one. His name’s Mardok and he’s fascinatingly different – and distractingly

appealing. But Mardok can’t stay on the ice planet, and he says he can take me with him.

Now, I must make a choice. Do I stay and lose my mate forever? Or do I follow him to the stars and leave behind everything I know?

Underworld Bride Trials 1: Playboy King: A Demon Shifter Enemies-to-Lovers Paranormal Romance

Author: Meg Xuemei X

She walks in on me banging another woman.

One sniff in her direction, and I know she's mine.

Scenting its fated mate, my wolf awakens and roars with lust.

But Tessa Morrigan can't be my queen.

She came too late.

I've started the Underworld Bride Trials. All the women must fight to the death until the last one stands by my side.



Barbarian's Redemption (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 13)

Author: Ruby Dixon

For seasons, I have waited for her - my perfect mate.

In a tribe full of happy couples, I am alone. But I am not content to remain this way. There are no eligible unmated females left, so I will do whatever it takes to

bring females back to our tribe...even if it means doing something wrong. Even if it means I must purchase my mate on the intergalactic black market. I will do

anything to possess her, to claim her as my own. 

But will my ruthless move turn my female against me before we ever meet? Can she ever forgive a male that bought her freedom?

Broken by the Horde King (Horde Kings of Dakkar Book 4)

Author: Zoey Draven

Nine years ago, he broke my heart and never returned. I vowed to forget him…if only I could.

When I was a child, I fell in love with a Dakkari boy. The prince of our clan. Rukkar, we called him. For he was destined to become the greatest horde king of our

time.

He was Kiran of Rath Okkili. My friend. My strong, unyielding protector. His mischievous smile and golden eyes made my heart flutter and my soul sing. And just

when I began to believe he returned my love…he shattered me so completely and never once looked back to see how I’d survived.

Nine years later, he’s returned.

Only, he’s not a prince anymore.

He’s a horde king. Cold and cruel. With molten eyes like sin and a body made for war.

I promised myself I’d never love him again.

He intends to make a liar out of me.

Because he not only wants my love again…he also demands me as his queen.

Barbarian's Lady: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 14)

Author: Ruby Dixon

You'd think a tall woman would fit in on a planet of seven-foot-tall aliens, but even on the ice planet, I'm still a weirdo and an oddity. I'm everything all the other

cute, dainty human women aren't.

One guy in particular - the alien Harrec - is determined to embarrass me by pretending he's interested. He's a jokester that flirts like mad and hits on me

constantly just to make me feel foolish. He gets under my skin. He makes me so frustrated I want to scream.

When a side-trip to a glacier turns into a nightmare and the two of us are forced to survive alone, I see another side to the enticing blue alien. Even with no one

else around, his compliments keep coming and I start wondering if the attraction between us...is real.

Noxx: Alien Adoption Agency #1

Author: Tasha Black

The Alien Adoption Agency is going to make all of Luna’s dreams come true.

 

At least, that’s what Luna believes when she boards a rickety space craft headed for a frontier moon to meet the child she will raise in exchange for 100 acres of 

land and a modest stipend. But she doesn’t count on the dangerous animals, the short but lonely nights, or the big blue warrior who informs her he is on 

permanent security duty for the baby. 

 

Noxx is a proud dragon warrior of the Invicta, dedicated to use his strength, strategy and endurance to protect his homeland. When his commander assigns him 

guard duty for a baby, he resents the interruption of his career. It’s bad enough that he’s starting to bond with the little whelp, but the instant he sees the child’s 

adoptive mother, he knows she is his fated mate. Noxx will have to deny his desperate craving for the dark-haired beauty if he wants to hold on to his chance at



redemption. 

 

When a last-minute trek through the forest of Clotho gets them entangled in a dangerous battle, Luna will have to learn to trust the hunky blue warrior. But can the

dragon let go of his duty long enough to let himself love someone, and be loved in return? 

 

If you like strong women, sexy aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll love the world of Stargazer! 

 

Alien Adoption Agency is a Stargazer Alien Series – read them all: 

-Noxx 

-Kade 

-Tyro 

 

And check out the other Stargazer Alien series: 

 

Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides 

Stargazer Alien Barbarian Brides 

Stargazer Alien Space Cruise Brides 

Stargazer Alien Reality Show Brides 

Stargazer Alien Mystery Brides 

Barbarian's Rescue: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 15)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Bad day? Try mine on for size. 

Rogue slavers have landed on the ice planet and captured the tribe. The only ones not snatched? Me, a walking human motormouth with no skill except that of

incoherent babbling, and Warrek, who's as silent as he is attractive. Two more unlikely people have never been paired together.

And now we're supposed to form a rescue team.

Saving the others is either going to bring us closer together - or drive us completely apart. I'm pretty sure the feelings I'm having for my alien companion are as

unrequited as they are inappropriate, but since we aren't going to make it out alive, what harm is one teeny, tiny kiss?

Who knew that one kiss could change everything?

Million Dollar Demon (Hollows Book 15)

Author: Kim Harrison

To save the city, Rachel Morgan will need to show some teeth in the next Hollows novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Kim Harrison.

The new master vampire of Cincinnati has arrived . . . and she wants Rachel Morgan out. No matter where Rachel goes, Constance is there--threatening

Rachel's allies, causing city-wide chaos, and, to add insult to injury, even forcing Rachel out of her current quarters. Ever since Rachel found a way to save the

souls of vampires, the old undead's longtime ascendancy has been broken. Now Constance sees eliminating Rachel as the key to consolidating her own power.

Rachel has no desire to be enthralled or killed--and she's terrified of what may become of the city if Constance forces a return to the ancient ways. But even a

witch-born demon can't stand against the old undead--at least, not alone. And if Rachel refuses to claim the role of Cincinnati's master demon, the city will tear

itself apart, taking her and all those who stand beside her with it.

Barbarian's Tease: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 16)

Author: Ruby Dixon

It should have been a one-night stand. 

 

I never intended to seduce Taushen, but things happened. I don't dwell on the past and while it was great, I'm not looking for a relationship. Of course, try telling 

that to Taushen. The big blue alien's in love after one night, and it's making things darn awkward. We've got bigger problems than whether or not I'm his woman, 

like the ‘cargo’ of the space ship that landed here. 

 

But Taushen's not giving up. He thinks I'm his mate. 

 

And he'll do anything to keep me.



I Married A Lizardman

Author: Regine Abel

Scaly, grumpy, but oh so cuddly...

As a third daughter on the farming colony of Meterion, Susan’s future prospects aren’t too promising. A pretty face, top-notch skills, and hard work mean nothing if

your dowry doesn’t include fertile lands. With her twenty-fifth birthday approaching, and no suitors even remotely sniffing in her general direction, Susan will be

forced to leave the family lands to work as an indentured servant in the capital city. Her only way out is to settle for an arranged marriage through the PMA – the

Prime Mating Agency. She just never expected to be paired to a grumpy, massive lizardman, and above all not to grow so fond of his scales and quirky ways.

With everything going on, the last thing Olix needs is a mate, especially a squishy, scaleless, off-worlder with strange ways, and an obsession with farming. He is

a Hunter, not a dirt digger. The Seer must have been mistaken when she insisted that, for the sake of the people, he take a mate from the stars. How can such a

tiny thing be their salvation? And yet, his Susan’s softness is disturbingly addictive while hiding a surprising resilience.

With his ancestral lands on the line and the future of the clans threatened, could this wisp of a woman turn their fate around?

Dark Power Convergence (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 52)

Author: I. T. Lucas

The threads of fate converge, mysteries unfold, and the clan’s future is forever altered in the least expected way.

The Barbarian Before Christmas: A SciFi Alien Romance Novella (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 17)

Author: Ruby Dixon

The growing barbarian tribe is about to celebrate No-Poison Day – a time of love, laughter, and gifts. But all Elly wants is for her mate to be at her side before the

brutal season arrives. All Bek wants is a way to quickly return to his female despite the mountains between them. Thanks to the talents of a newcomer…they're

both about to get their wish and celebrate the happiest of holidays together.

This novella features characters from prior Ice Planet Barbarians stories and DOES NOT stand alone.

The Strip Down: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 5)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Amanda discover the secrets behind an alien ruin? And the mysterious alien with the haunted eyes?

Amanda is happy with her life as an elementary school teacher - and making plans to expand her family. Waking up naked and alone on an alien planet is not on

her schedule.

Desperate to return to Earth, she reluctantly accepts the help of the massive alien who appears out of the sands. But the more time they spend together, the more

complicated her need to return becomes.

Va’rik awakens to find himself alone on the edge of an ancient desert. He is quite sure he has an important task to perform - the only problem is that he can’t quite

remember what he needs to accomplish.

When he encounters a strange, beautiful female, assisting her becomes his mission. But as his memories start to return, he realizes that helping her leave is the

last thing he truly wants.

Can Va’rik keep his vow to Amanda, even if it means the future of his race - and his own happiness - are in jeopardy?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance; however, this book contains references to previous characters and

events in the series and may best be enjoyed in order. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

Winter World (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 1)



Author: A.G. Riddle

A new ice age...

and a shocking discovery...

will change humanity forever.

From the Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author with over FOUR MILLION COPIES sold worldwide comes an epic novel with an unforgettable

twist.

* Longlisted for the Wilbur Smith Award for best published novel. *

In the near future, a new ice age has begun.

Humanity stands on the brink of extinction.

Desperate for answers, scientists send probes into the solar system to take readings. Near Mars, they identify a mysterious object moving toward the Sun. Is it

the cause of the ice age? Or could it be humanity’s only hope of survival?

With time running out, NASA launches a mission to make contact. But the object isn’t what anyone thought. In the dark of space, alone, the team makes a

discovery that will change the course of human history—and possibly end it.

Filled with real science and fascinating details, Winter World is that unique blend of fact and fiction that could completely change how you see our planet—and

humanity’s future. For those intrepid souls starting this bestselling trilogy, be warned: you may well be up late into the night turning the pages.

Praise for A.G. Riddle

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.”

—The Guardian on Pandemic

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...”

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.”

—Daily Mail on The Solar War

An Extended Look at Winter World

Each month, Earth grows colder.

Snow falls in summer. Glaciers trample cities across North America, Europe, and Asia. The new ice age shows no signs of stopping.

Chaos erupts.

Around the world, people abandon their homes and flock to regions where they can survive. Nations prepare to go to war for the world’s last habitable zones.

Scientists search the cause of the new ice age. They send probes into the solar system to collect readings. Near Mars, a probe finds a mysterious object, drifting

toward the Sun. Is it responsible for the new ice age? Or is it merely an observer? Or neither? Could it be a relic from a long-extinct civilization? One thing is

certain: investigating the object is humanity’s best hope of survival.

As the ice age claims more lives and the world slides into anarchy, an international consortium launches a mission into space to make contact. But the first

contact mission doesn’t go as planned. What the crew discovers out there is beyond anyone’s imagination.

Two members of the first contact mission may hold the keys to humanity’s salvation.

Dr. Emma Matthews is the commander aboard the International Space Station. For months, she has watched the world below freeze and civilization unravel. The

headlines tell only half of the story. The messages from her sister tell the rest, of a world witnessing mass migrations, fighting for survival, struggling to provide a

future for their children. When a catastrophe strikes the ISS, Emma faces her own fight for survival.

Dr. James Sinclair is one of the greatest scientists alive. A mind before his time. Years ago, he invented something with the potential to change the world—an

invention that would upset the balance of power in the world forever. Fearing that change, his enemies sent him to prison for a crime he didn’t commit. But with

humanity’s future at stake, NASA asks him to join the first contact mission. His expertise is vital to the mission’s success—and to saving Emma. With the clock

ticking down to humanity’s final days on Earth, James makes a decision that will change his life forever and may determine the fate of the entire human race.

Available in Kindle eBook, Audible audiobook, print, and Kindle Unlimited.



Fire In His Blood: A Post-Apocalyptic Dragon Romance (Fireblood Dragon Book 1)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Years ago, the skies ripped open and the world was destroyed in fire and ash. Dragons - once creatures of legend - are the enemy. Vicious and unpredictable,

they rule the skies of the ruined cities, forcing humanity to huddle behind barricades for safety.

Claudia's a survivor. She scrapes by as best as she can in a hard, dangerous world. When she runs afoul of the law, she's left as bait in dragon territory. She only

has one chance to survive - to somehow 'tame' a dragon and get it to obey her.

Except the dragon that finds her is as wild and brutal as any other...and he's not interested in obeying.

What he is interested in is a mate.

Crowbones (World of the Others, The)

Author: Anne Bishop

In this engrossing and gripping fantasy set in the world of the New York Times bestselling Others series, an inn owner and her friends must find a

killer—before it’s too late.…

Crowbones will gitcha if you don’t watch out!

Deep in the territory controlled by the Others—shape-shifters, vampires, and even deadlier paranormal beings—Vicki DeVine has made a new life for herself

running The Jumble, a rustic resort. When she decides to host a gathering of friends and guests for Trickster Night, at first everything is going well between the

humans and the Others.

But then someone arrives dressed as Crowbones, the Crowgard bogeyman. When the impostor is killed along with a shape-shifting Crow, and the deaths are

clearly connected, everyone fears that the real Crowbones may have come to The Jumble—and that could mean serious trouble.

To “encourage” humans to help them find some answers, the Elders and Elementals close all the roads, locking in suspects and victims alike. Now Vicki, human

police chief Grimshaw, vampire lawyer Ilya Sanguinati, and the rest of their friends have to figure out who is manipulating events designed to pit humans against

Others—and who may have put Vicki DeVine in the crosshairs of a powerful hunter.

Her Alien Priest: A 'Monster Bites' Story

Author: Michele Mills

I’m the Hyrrokin High Priest of a remote monastery on the planet Salo. I spend my days in quiet contemplation, keeping my flame-throwing banked and nursing

my war wounds. And I take my vows of silence and celibacy very seriously.

Very. Seriously.

Then one day a mouthy, gorgeous human female is dumped onto the stone steps of the main altar.

And suddenly I’m tempted like never before.

Warning: This is a ‘Monster Bites’ novella, a spin-off from the Monsters Love Curvy Girls series. Only read if you enjoy a taste of the profane, satanic-looking

heroes and curvy-girl heroines.

Barbarian's Beloved: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 18)

Author: Ruby Dixon

My tribesmates don’t understand her. The other humans think she’s weak. But no one knows my mate like I do. They don’t see her gentle heart or her brave

spirit. I know why she struggles. I know how strong she is. And I know I’ll do anything to make her smile.

But can I convince her that she can be happy in this strange new world with me?

This story explores the long-awaited romance of Ariana and Zolaya. Even though it is a ‘flashback’ to the beginning of the Ice Planet Barbarians series, it can be

read out of order. Enjoy!

Outlander: A Novel (Outlander, Book 1)



Author: Diana Gabaldon

'Scotland's answer to Game of Thrones' HERALD

THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE BESTSELLING OUTLANDER SERIES, as seen on Amazon Prime

Now available to preorder: Go Tell the Bees That I Am Gone, the long-awaited latest book in the Outlander series

_________________________

What if your future lay in the past?

1946, and Claire Randall goes to the Scottish Highlands with her husband Frank. It's a second honeymoon, a chance to re-establish their loving marriage. But

one afternoon, Claire walks through a circle of standing stones and vanishes into 1743, where the first person she meets is a British army officer - her husband's

six-times great-grandfather.

Unfortunately, Black Jack Randall is not the man his descendant is, and while trying to escape him, Claire falls into the hands of a gang of Scottish outlaws, and

finds herself a Sassenach - an outlander - in danger from both Jacobites and Redcoats.

Marooned amid danger, passion and violence, her only chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes

urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between two very different men, in two irreconcilable lives.

_________________________

With more than 20,000 5-star ratings on Amazon and 25 million copies sold worldwide, OUTLANDER is among the most popular book series of all

time. Begin your journey into the Highland past here...

(Previously published as Cross Stitch)

Viper (Naga Brides Book 1)

Author: Naomi Lucas

Long have we been alone.

Without brides, without females to warm us during the long nights. Without sweet mates.

But we see them, from afar, brides that could be ours. Kept away from us by walls and weapons. Females we long for greatly.

Obsessively.

Human females.

And the one with red hair? I want her. I saw her first. I will fight to the death for her.

She is MINE.

So, we’ll come together and make an exchange with their men that will benefit us all.

After that?

To the winner goes the spoils…

Let the hunt begin.

But the red-headed female is MINE.

---

Viper is the first book in a series of Bride Hunting Aliens. With the charm of a snake, and the wiles of a devil, these males will do anything, and I mean anything,

for their females.

Claimed by the Hunter: A Post-Apocalyptic Alien Romance (Xarc'n Warriors Book 1)

Author: Lynnea Lee

Alice

My name is Alice, and I live in the Bugpocalypse.

I survived my first post-apocalyptic winter, and spring is here. And that’s bad news! With warm weather comes the endless swarms of deadly bugs.



I need to forage for food, but there’s just one little problem. Okay, so “little” isn’t the best word to describe the fierce Xarc’n warrior who is obsessed with me. Kaj’k

is freakin’ HUGE! And his sharp claws, pointy fangs, and massive horns are scary AF.

I reject his gift of food and flowers, but my massively muscled alien hunter doesn’t get the hint. He tosses me over his shoulders and carries me to his shuttle. I

expect the worse, but all he does is purr at me.

Kaj’k

I’ve spent my entire life fighting the swarm. Genetically engineered to hunt the scourge across the galaxy, Xarc’n hunters are the ultimate predator. It takes a lot to

take one of us down. Then, I meet the little human female who brings me to my knees.

My Alice is full of fire, and I have no doubt she could survive on her own. But she’s my mate, and she’s mine to protect. When cannibals and scourge threaten

my female, I toss her over my shoulder and carry her to my ship.

Now that I have my mate in my arms, I’m never letting her go!

Corsairs: Kaspar: A SciFi Alien Romance (Corsair Brothers Book 2)

Author: Ruby Dixon

I live for danger. For excitement. For adventure.

When I end up in an escape pod with Alice, though, my world changes. She’s human. Vulnerable. She does NOT love danger, or excitement. But her mind is

clever, her retorts sharp, and her smile brings me to my knees. I want nothing more than to keep her safe…and keep her at my side.

What does one danger-loving corsair do when he’s stranded with a beautiful human female on a jungle planet? I’m about to find out…

Lauren's Barbarian: A SciFi Alien Romance (Icehome Book 1)

Author: Ruby Dixon

A lush, tropical island on an icy planet makes no sense.

Then again, not much makes sense anymore after waking up and finding myself not in bed but on a strange world populated by aliens. Since that moment, I’ve

learned that nothing is normal anymore and I’ve got to roll with the punches. I can handle this, though. I’m strong and capable.

So… washed up on a tropical island? Got it handled.

Separated from the others in my group? Handled.

Stranded alone with a brutal but delicious alien man that can’t speak English but has great…ahem…body language? Yup, handled.

Add in the fact that my cootie – a symbiont I need to survive – has chosen my big, hulking alien friend as my fated mate? Let’s just say that the situation isn’t the

only thing that’s going to be handled.

But it isn’t long before I learn that the tropical island paradise is a death trap and we’re all in grave danger, aliens and humans alike. To survive this, I'll need my

tempting guy to give me a hand with the situation…good thing he's got four of them.

This romance features all of the adventure, humor and community you’ve come to expect in the Ice Planet Barbarians series, but it stands on its own. You do not

need to read the other series (or be caught up) in order to read LAUREN'S BARBARIAN. Enjoy!

Marked (Tribes Book 1)

Author: Milana Jacks

This alien female crash-landed then marked my territory. I have a lot to say about that. Namely, welcome to the tribe, human. 

 

My exciting vacation gets a little too exciting when my ship blows up, and my escape pod lands on an alien planet filled with a predator species. They’re barely 

civilized, not a translator chip in sight, and there’s no mistaking the way they drool when they stalk me. 

 

I gravitate toward the one that seems to want to keep me safe. Impossibly huge, black hair, pale eyes. 



But tribal law decrees I’m the prize in a series of deadly games. To claim me, he must win. If he loses, I’m toast. 

 

*** From the author of the Horde and the Beasts, comes a new exciting series with an authentic Alpha alien male voice, humor, and heart. 

They're primal. 

They're Vikings in space. 

They can shift and will hook you for life. 

 

Welcome to the tribe! 

 

Captive of the Horde King (Horde Kings of Dakkar Book 1)

Author: Zoey Draven

She made a deal with the Dakkari devil. Now, he owns her.

On the unforgiving planet of Dakkar, I did what all the humans in our village did: kept my head down, worked to provide for my family, and I certainly didn’t break

any Dakkari laws to risk inciting the alien race’s merciless wrath.

Unfortunately, the same couldn’t be said for my brother and one careless mistake brings a horde of the nomadic, barbarian Dakkari straight to our doorstep, led

by their powerful horde king—a cold, ruthless, battle-scarred warrior demanding retribution.

In order to save my brother’s life, I do the unthinkable.

I sell myself to the horde king as his war prize. I agree to warm his furs, to travel with his horde across the wild lands of Dakkar, and to never see my family again.

But as I struggle with my new reality, I discover that the surly, mysterious, dominant horde king never intended for me to be his concubine…

He wants me as his queen.

Enticed by an Alien Warlord (Fated Mates of the Ferlaern Warriors Book 1)

Author: Ava Ross

He has tusks and a tail and insists she's his fated mate. She's enticed, but determined not to get involved. Can a burly alien warrior and a single mom

find love together on a planet far from Earth?

Garek: With my clan threatened, I don't have time for romance with a pesky Earth female. Until I meet Piper. She and her youngling son are part of our planet's

new settlement. Soon, I find myself helping her plan her home and talking about odd Earthling activities. What is a square dance, and must I do it? She's soft and

lush in all the right places, and I could pick her up and carry her around with one arm. And her son... I ache to show him how to tame a mighty winged trundier.

Piper may say she doesn't need love, but I'll do whatever it takes to win her heart.

Piper: I brought my eight-year-old son to Ferlaern to start anew--the new wild west, we're calling this planet. The other women want romance but not me. Then I

meet Garek, a seven-foot-tall, gruff warrior who's out to steal my heart. Burned in the past, I'm afraid to trust. Never mind that he makes my son laugh for the first

time in forever or that his kisses... Not going there. But when our settlement's attacked by vicious creatures, it'll take both of us to survive the threat.

Enticed by an Alien Warlord is Book 1 in the Fated Mates of the Ferlaern Warriors Series. This standalone, full-length romance has on-the-page heat, aliens who

look and act alien, a guaranteed happily ever after, no cheating, and no cliffhanger. Look for the series on Amazon.

Bad Guy: A Science Fiction Romance

Author: Ruby Dixon

Crulden the Ruiner is the name of a fierce gladiator who’s broken the rules…and broken anyone that approaches. 

It’s *my* name. 

It’s a name that strikes fear into the hearts of all….all except the small human female who comes to clean my cell and glares at me the entire time. 

My new owners want things from me. They want me to play in their games. They want me to win battles for them. 

Well, I know what I want in return. 

I want her. 

And I don’t care who I have to destroy to get her. 

 

But Mina doesn't want to be owned...and certainly not by one as terrible as me. How does a bad guy woo the girl when all he knows is death and destruction? 



*** Want to read other stories featuring a villainous (but not too villainous) character? Check out Ella Goode's Bad Girl (B0917YZ483) and Kati Wilde's Evil Twin

(B0912S1CL6). Both are coming soon. ***

Barbarian's Seduction: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 20)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Marlene's not like the other humans. They weep while she smiles. They look at us with fear, while she entices me with a come-hither look.

I...have no idea why such a bold female resonated to a male like me. I am the most reticent of all the sa-khui tribe, a hunter that never expected to have a family

of my own. But resonance chooses, and it has chosen her for me. And Marlene is quite determined to seduce me…and who can say no to such a woman?

This story explores the long-awaited romance of Marlene and Zennek. Even though it is a ‘flashback’ to the beginning of the Ice Planet Barbarians series, it can

be read out of order. Enjoy!

Madness of the Horde King (Horde Kings of Dakkar Book 3)

Author: Zoey Draven

They call him the Mad Horde King for a reason. Now, she’s his…

Over a year ago, I was ripped away from my human village to serve the Ghertun, a brutal enemy alien race. With the lives of my family at risk, I am tasked to

deliver a message to the one place no human has ever gone before: the capital city of Dakkar.

Before I succeed, however, I am captured by a Horde King. A Horde King of the Dakkari, a merciless barbaric race, bred for war and violence, that rule over the

hostile and unforgiving planet of Dakkar.

And this Horde King? He’s the most ruthless and insane of them all—with his scarred face, glowing red eyes, and his wicked, dark grin that hides an even darker

past.

I am no one. I am quiet, meek, and fearful…and yet this fearsome king wants me in his furs. I tremble when he touches me but he awakens my desire, something

I fear I’ll crave…all while I struggle to save my family.

Now the Mad Horde King has me in his possession…

I fear he never intends to let me go.

Ensnared: An Alien Romance Trilogy (The Spider's Mate Book 1)

Author: Tiffany Roberts

He’s spent years as a hunter, but now he’s the one ensnared in a creature’s trap.

Ketahn did not want a mate. Fate has a different plan for him. When the queen he despises declares her intention to claim him, he retreats into the jungle.

What he finds there changes his world.

Small, delicate, and pale skinned, Ivy Foster is nothing like the females Ketahn has known. She’s not of his kind at all. Yet the moment he sees her, he knows the

truth in his soul—she is his heartsthread.

And now that he has her, he won’t let anything take her away. Not the jungle, not the gods, not the queen and her warriors.

Whether Ivy agrees or not, their webs are entangled. No one will ever sever those threads.

-----

Book 1 of 3 in The Spider's Mate Trilogy.

Warning: Contains darker themes.

Savage: A Rough Romance (Alpha Brotherhood Book 1)

Author: Sara Fields

I thought no alpha could tame me. I was wrong. 



Many men have tried to master me, but never one like Aric. He is not just an alpha, he is a fearsome beast, and he means to take for himself what warriors and

kings could not conquer. 

 

I thought I could fight him, but his mere presence forced overwhelming, unimaginable need upon me and now it is too late. I'm about to go into heat, and what

comes next will be truly shameful. 

 

He's going to ravage me, ruthlessly laying claim to every single inch of me, and it's going to hurt. But no matter how desperately I plead as he wrenches one

screaming climax after another from my helplessly willing body, he will not stop until I'm sore, spent, and marked as his. 

 

It will be nothing short of savage. 

 

Publisher's Note: Savage is a stand-alone novel which is the first entry in the Alpha Brotherhood series. It includes spankings, rough sexual scenes, intense and

humiliating punishments, and strong D/s themes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Depraved: A Dark Romance

Author: Trent Evans

First she will break. Then she will beg.

Breaking women like Yulia Wyndham is the reason for Jon Rexall's existence, and bending her to his will should have been just like countless previous missions.

Simply hunt her down, strip her bare, and torment her quivering body until she yields. Then move on to the next target.

But as Yulia lies before him naked and bound, her throat sore from screaming and her thighs glistening with the evidence of her helpless, desperate need, Jon

knows this time is different.

She will plead for mercy as she is punished and beg shamefully for the climax endlessly denied to her. But when she surrenders at last he is not just going to

ravage her long, hard, and painfully.

He is going to make her his.

Forever.

Publisher's Note: Depraved includes spankings, rough sexual scenes, intense and humiliating punishments, and strong D/s themes. If such material offends

you, please don't buy this book.

Veronica's Dragon: A SciFi Alien Romance (Icehome Book 2)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Resonance.

It’s a given on the ice planet, forced upon you by the parasitic symbiont called the ‘khui’. With resonance, a guy and a girl are paired up because they’ll make

great babies. It’s a survival mechanism necessary for this sparsely-populated world we’re stranded on…and romantic, in a weird, alien way.

Everyone expects resonance to happen when twenty newcomers are dropped onto the frosty world. I doubt anyone expects the gorgeous, golden god named

Ashtar to resonate to someone like me, though. He’s fierce. Flirty. Powerful. Disgustingly handsome.

I’m…not any of those things. I’m bland. Boring. Clumsy.

But resonance seems to think we’d be great together. And Ashtar does, too…

___

The Icehome series features all of the adventure, humor and community you’ve come to expect in the Ice Planet Barbarians series, but it stands on its own. You

do not need to read the other series (or be caught up) in order to read VERONICA’S DRAGON. I do recommend reading LAUREN’S BARBARIAN to get the full

experience. Enjoy!

The Naked Alien: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 1)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Jane survive alone on an alien planet? And is she really alone? 



Jane has no interest in the great outdoors. She prefers her comfortable bed, her books, and all the conveniences of modern life. So when she wakes up alone

and naked in what appears to be an alien jungle, her only goal is to find her way home. 

 

The question of whether or not she’s alone is answered when a massive stranger comes to her rescue. Her savior is big and growly and he doesn’t speak her

language - but the heat in his eyes doesn’t need translation... 

 

Commander Taraxan’s people may have mastered advanced technology, but they have never forgotten their primitive roots. So when he wakes up naked and

weaponless on an unknown planet, he is annoyed but not alarmed. 

 

As he searches for a way to return to his civilization, he discovers a strange, pale female blundering around the jungle. Oblivious to the hazards surrounding her,

she is clumsy, helpless… and completely adorable. As an honorable warrior, he has no choice but to protect her - but he doesn't expect the task to be so

rewarding... 

 

Can two complete opposites survive the jungle - and their sizzling attraction to one another? And what possible future awaits a human woman and an alien

commander who are both determined to return to their own worlds? 

 

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

Dark Power Untamed (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 50)

Author: I. T. Lucas

Attending a charity gala as the clan’s figurehead, Onegus is ready for the pesky socialites he’ll have a hard time keeping away. Instead, he encounters an

intriguing beauty who won’t give him the time of day.Bad things happen when Cassandra gets all worked up, and given her fiery temper, the destructive power is

difficult to tame. When she meets a gorgeous, cocky billionaire at a charity event, things just might start blowing up again.

The Naked Alien: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 1)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Jane survive alone on an alien planet? And is she really alone?

Jane has no interest in the great outdoors. She prefers her comfortable bed, her books, and all the conveniences of modern life. So when she wakes up alone

and naked in what appears to be an alien jungle, her only goal is to find her way home.

The question of whether or not she’s alone is answered when a massive stranger comes to her rescue. Her savior is big and growly and he doesn’t speak her

language - but the heat in his eyes doesn’t need translation...

Commander Taraxan’s people may have mastered advanced technology, but they have never forgotten their primitive roots. So when he wakes up naked and

weaponless on an unknown planet, he is annoyed but not alarmed.

As he searches for a way to return to his civilization, he discovers a strange, pale female blundering around the jungle. Oblivious to the hazards surrounding her,

she is clumsy, helpless… and completely adorable. As an honorable warrior, he has no choice but to protect her - but he doesn't expect the task to be so

rewarding...

Can two complete opposites survive the jungle - and their sizzling attraction to one another? And what possible future awaits a human woman and an alien

commander who are both determined to return to their own worlds?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

Barbarian's Valentine: A Slice of Life Novella (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 19)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Maddie's mate is returning soon, and she wants to make his homecoming a special one. Pregnant Josie wants to seduce her mate all over again. The solution for

both of them? A Valentine's Day celebration, ice planet style. There'll be kisses, scanty outfits, and a pair of reunions you won't forget.

Come and revisit two of your favorite couples from the original Ice Planet Barbarians series!

Willa's Beast: A SciFi Alien Romance (Icehome Book 3)

Author: Ruby Dixon



Beast. Creature. Monster.

Dangerous.

All of these things have been said about Gren.

Willa doesn't believe it, though. She knows that monsters can sometimes come in appealing packages. She knows that for all of his snarls and fearsome

appearance, he'd never hurt her.

And she knows she has to get Gren away from the Icehome camp, because no one will ever see him as a person, not when he attacks all who come close. Not

when he's tied and treated like an animal.

She's going to save him...or fall in love. Maybe both. Willa doesn't mind that he's a beast, as long as he's *her* beast.

Owned: A Dark Mafia Sci-Fi Romance (Barion Book 1)

Author: Luna Voss

This isn’t just need. It’s obsession.

From the moment I scented her, I knew she was mine. Mine to claim. Mine to possess. Mine to correct firmly when she disobeys.

As the underboss of a Vostra crime family, I’m used to getting what I want.

My world is cloaked in darkness. I’m not here to show her the light.

I’m here to claim what belongs to me.

The Atlantis Plague: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A pandemic 70,000 years in the making... 

will change humanity... 

forever. 

 

The race to stop the Atlantis Plague has begun. 

 

Filled with real science and history, The Atlantis Plague is the second book in The Origin Mystery trilogy—a series that has sold over THREE MILLION copies 

worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings on GoodReads. 

The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture. 

 

With shocking plot twists and revelations around every turn, The Atlantis Plague will keep you up late into the night turning the pages to find out what the Immari 

have in store for David, Kate, and Dorian. 

 

 

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

 

An Extended Look at The Atlantis Plague 

 

In Marbella, Spain, Dr. Kate Warner awakens to a horrifying reality: the human race stands on the brink of extinction. A pandemic unlike any before it has swept 

the globe. Nearly a billion people are dead—and those that the Atlantis Plague does not kill, it transforms at the genetic level. A few rapidly evolve. The remainder 

devolve. 



As the world slips into chaos, radical solutions emerge. Industrialized nations offer a miracle drug, Orchid, which they mass produce and distribute to refugee

camps around the world. But Orchid is merely a way to buy time. It treats the symptoms of the plague but never cures the disease. 

 

Immari International offers a different approach: do nothing. Let the plague run its course. The Immari envision a world populated by the genetically superior

survivors—a new human race, ready to fulfill its destiny. 

 

With control of the world population hanging in the balance, the Orchid Alliance and the Immari descend into open warfare. Now the last hope for humanity is to

find a cure. Kate alone holds the key to unraveling the mystery surrounding the Atlantis Plague. The answer may lie in understanding pivotal events in human

history—events when the human genome mysteriously changed. Her journey takes her across the barren wastelands of Europe and northern Africa, but it is her

research into the past that takes her where she never expected to go. She soon discovers that the history of human evolution is not what it seems—and setting it

right may require a sacrifice she never imagined. 

 

 

About The Author 

 

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available as a Kindle eBook, an Audible audiobook, and in print. It is also in Kindle Unlimited.

Feral Sins (The Phoenix Pack Book 1)

Author: Suzanne Wright

When female wolf shifter Taryn Warner first encounters Trey Coleman, an alpha male wolf shifter with a dangerous reputation, she’s determined to resist his

charms. After all, Trey—who was only fourteen when he defeated his own father in a duel, winning the right to be alpha of his pack—can’t have anything to offer

the talented healer besides trouble, or so she thinks. Taryn finds herself drawn in by Trey’s forceful demeanor and arctic-blue eyes, and she eventually agrees to

enter an uneasy alliance with him. If the two succeed in convincing their respective packs that they’ve chosen each other as mates, Trey will win valuable political

allies, while Taryn will escape an odious arranged mating.

But there are a lot of potential pitfalls to this plan—including the very real possibility that the wolf shifters, overwhelmed by their growing attraction to each other,

will be unable to maintain the clear heads needed to pull off the deception.

Cherished by the Hunter: A Post-Apocalyptic Alien Romance (Xarc'n Warriors Book 4)

Author: Lynnea Lee

EVIE

Prince Charming comes in purple!

I’ve been looking for my Prince Charming my entire life. When ravenous, human-eating bugs descend from the skies, I think my dream is doomed—until a

musclebound Xarc’n hunter rescues me from certain death. Tarv’k is strong and brave, and the purring in his chest turns my knees to jelly.

Too bad he’s pretending not to be interested. I might be small and soft-spoken, but I’m also stubborn; I get what I want. He won’t know what hit him!

TARV’K

Evie is everything I ever wanted, but I don’t deserve her. She is the ray of sunshine that keeps our compound going. She deserves a younger hunter, one with

fewer failures in his past. But despite my best intentions, I cannot let her go. If I cannot claim her, then I vow to be her ultimate protector.

When Evie’s past returns to haunt her, I am determined to keep her safe. No one messes with my female! We may not have a mating bond yet, but she is still

MINE!

Evie and Tarv’k’s story is a complete romance with a HEA, but should be read as part of a series.

Barbarian's Bride: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 22)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Nora says she’s happy. 

 

Dagesh isn’t so sure. He loves his pretty human mate and wants nothing more than to bring a smile to her face…so she’ll go running into his arms. When he asks 

the tribe what she’s missing, someone suggests a wedding. 



All right, then. He’ll throw the best barbarian wedding ever. 

 

So how does Nora tell her determined, thoughtful mate that what she wanted wasn’t a wedding…but something a little different in bed?

Raptor King: A Sci fi Alien Romance (Royal Aliens)

Author: Loki Renard

How's your day going?

My day started trying to get a bank loan, and ended up with me as the kinda sorta willing captive of an alien king.

We're the only two inhabitants of an ancient, primitive jungle.

I have no idea how I got here.

Neither does he - so he says.

What do I know for sure?

He's dominant. He's dirty.

He rides dinosaurs.

And me.

The Buff Beast: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 4)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Mina survive the icy cold of an alien winter? And melt the heart of the hardened alien warrior who rescues her?

Her home. Her job. In a few short months, Mina has lost everything, including hope. Freezing and alone on a winter night, she isn’t sure if she will make it to the

next day. Or even if it matters.

She wakes up to find herself naked and freezing, but no longer alone. An angel appears out of the snow to save her. An angel with fangs and claws, and a pain in

his eyes which matches her own.

Betrayed by everyone he cares about, Myk-El retreats into a solitary life of study and discipline. When he finds himself alone on a strange planet, his only real

regret is that his books did not accompany him.

Then he finds a fragile, helpless female in the snow. Experience has taught him not to trust, but he cannot resist the appeal in her big, blue eyes. As he thaws her

frozen body, she begins to thaw his frozen heart.

But when the hidden forces behind their arrival on the planet make their presence known, will Mina be able to save him in return? Or will they use her to destroy

him?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance; however, this book contains references to previous characters and

events in the series and may best be enjoyed in order. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

The Solar War (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle

* Now a Wall Street Journal bestseller! * 

 

We thought the war was over. 

We were wrong. 

 

They decimated Earth during the Long Winter. Now the grid has returned, and they won’t stop until the human race is extinct. 

 

On a ruined world, humanity’s last survivors fight against impossible odds. In their darkest hour, they discover a new hope for survival. But it comes at an 

unthinkable price, with consequences that will change everything. 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail 

 

 

Note: The Solar War is the second book in The Long Winter trilogy (which began with Winter World). 

 

Filled with real science and shocking twists readers have come to love in the series, The Solar War will keep you up late into the night turning the pages—and 

leave you pondering the revelations long after it’s over.



 

 

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look at The Solar War 

 

After the Long Winter, Emma Matthews and James Sinclair hoped life would get back to normal. They’ve settled down in Camp Seven and welcomed their first

child, a daughter. And they have waited and watched the sky for any signs of the grid’s return. 

 

When NASA discovers that several asteroids have broken from the Kuiper Belt and are headed for Earth, James instantly realizes the truth: the grid is back. And

this battle will be one to the very end. 

 

As he and his team prepare for humanity’s last stand in space and on the ground, Emma makes a discovery closer to home, one that will change life for her and

James once again. 

 

With war raging around them, Emma and James fight to keep their family alive. In the cold darkness, humanity splinters. New alliances emerge. At every turn,

Emma and James face new dangers—and question whom to trust. 

 

Just when it seems that all hope is lost, James uncovers what may be the key to humanity’s survival. But it comes with enormous risks. To implement his plan, he

and Emma will have to survive the grid and another, even more deadly enemy. One thing is certain: their gambit will change the future of the human race forever. 

 

 

About the Author 

 

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available in a variety of formats: as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and

hardcover). It is also enrolled in Kindle Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Lured (Tribes Book 3)

Author: Milana Jacks

She's so beautiful when she's unaware that anyone is watching. Most prey are, but none provide admirable entertainment like this one.

Hart said womankind don’t leap.

He said they’re awkwardly uncoordinated.

That's because he's never seen Eme dance. But he will as soon as I bring her in. All there’s left for me to do is find her nesting place, open a portal into Kalia, and

let her walk through. This is gonna be so easy. ~ Mas

*** Instant attraction alien romance with an over 40 prima ballerina heroine and a male who falls so hard so fast, he bleeds on the cursed sands of Blood Dunes.

Welcome back to the tribe where women are goddesses.

Dying to Love

Author: Reese Rivers

662 - Days since the dead rose up 

413 - Days since I've spoken to another living human 

4 - Men who have climbed my fence looking for safety



1 - Last chance for Love 

 

Kelsey survived the start of the apocalypse and thrived in the new world with help from her friends but now they're gone. Alone for over a year and mentally

broken with high anxiety, she pushes through every day trying to find the will to keep going. Until three sweet, sexy men and one hot a**hole climbs her fence

looking for sanctuary. 

 

Linc, Oliver, Grayson and Devin have been on the run from the dead and are at the end of their rope when a horde chases them straight into Kelsey's fences.

When she lets them in they feel like they've hit the apocalypse jackpot with all the food, shelter and security they could want. It isn't long before they all realize

that Kelsey's the real prize. They just have to convince her she doesn't have to choose. She can have them all. 

Kelsey needs to decide if she wants to keep dying a little bit day by day or if she can grab on to what these sexy men offer her and maybe find love. 

Also, zombies make a few cameos. 

 

This isn't a blood and gore zombie novel. It's full of comedy, over protective men that just want to take care of her and a ton of sexy steam that happens behind a

set of double fences.This novel contains detailed sexual situations, a lot of swearing and multiple partners and references suicidal thoughts. 

Grr!: An Alien Warrior Romance

Author: Zeta Star

Without Grr,—I didn’t name him, okay?—I’d have been a goner. And his furry abs? Just a bonus. (A nice one.)

First, giant alien lizard-guys abduct me. Then they leave me alone in a cell next to Grr. Then the force-field between us dies.

So now it’s just me and Grr. Sure, he’s beat up and pissed off with claws and fangs (I kind of like the fangs). And he growls a lot. Anyone would in our situation.

But hey, if you’re going to escape an alien prison ship and get chased across a planet where half the creatures you meet try to eat you, it’s good to have

seven-feet of Grr at your side. He’s also easy on the eyes. Abs-on-abs, biceps-on-biceps, and let’s say all the right bulges in all the right places.

And he likes ear rubs. And other rubs. And rubbing me. (I like that too.)

The more time I spend with Grr, the more I think getting abducted by aliens wasn’t such a bad thing.

I just hope the lizard-guys don’t kill us before Grr can call in the big guns.

The ones that aren’t furry.

(Seriously, I’m not talking about the St. Bernard sized hamster. We just met him.)

Grr! is a full-length (and I mean full-length) alien warrior romance with pulse-pounding action, lots of humor, cute critters, and all the hotness.

If you like alien abduction romance with a twist, give Grr! a try. HEA guaranteed.

Bonded to the Stryxian: A Sci-fi Alien Romance (Stryxian Alien Warriors Book 1)

Author: Ella Blake

Humans made a deal with the Stryxian males: Help us defend Earth, and when the war is over, we’ll send you women to help rebuild your dying species. Now,

the war appears to be over and Trinity Bentzer’s number has been called in the lottery. Only, instead of winning a boatload of money, she’s getting some badass

winged alien she’s never met. Trin’s not thrilled to be shipped off and matched up, until she meets Raig. Maybe she hit the jackpot, after all.

Commander Raig Thanor’s job is to supervise the females’ move to their holding chambers until they are sent to their final matches, but the moment he meets

Trinity, he knows she’s his. If only claiming her didn’t risk sparking a war within his own people.

This is book one of the Stryxian Alien Warrior series but can be read alone with no cliffhangers and no cheating. I write what I love to read, so there is always

consent and always a happy ending.

Possessed: A Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 1)

Author: Tana Stone

I sacrificed myself to save my sister’s ship. Now the raider warlord owns me. 

 

It was my own fault. I was the navigator of our ship, and I’m the one who led us straight into Vandar territory. 

 

We’d heard rumors about the Vandar raiders—everyone in the galaxy had. Terrifying and ruthless, they were a scourge on the Zagrath empire and destroyed 

everything in their path.



 

Few had actually laid eyes on the Vandar or the notorious warlords who led their fleets of warships—and survived to talk about it. So, when the ruthless aliens

boarded our ship intent on destroying it and killing the crew, I did the only thing I could do. 

 

I gave myself to the dark and menacing warlord. In exchange for allowing my sister’s ship passage out of the Vandar territory, I must share his bed and travel with

his crew of deadly raiders. Even though the sight of the huge, battle-scarred alien terrifies me. 

 

But as I adjust to my new life on a savage warship, I discover that the dominant alien warrior wants more than just my body. He wants to possess my soul. And

he’ll make a new deal with me to get it. 

 

Possessed is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, alien horde space battles, and some

serious enemies-to-lovers heat. 

 

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction romance, and hot scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love Possessed, the first

book in Tana Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.

The Atlantis World (The Origin Mystery, Book 3)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A mysterious signal from deep space may hold humanity’s last chance of survival. 

 

And could reveal the ultimate truth of human origins. 

 

The race to unravel the secrets of the Atlantis world has begun. 

 

 

The Atlantis World is the thrilling conclusion to A.G. Riddle’s blockbuster series, The Origin Mystery trilogy, which has sold over THREE MILLION copies 

worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings on GoodReads. 

The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture. 

 

With plot twists you’ll never see coming, The Atlantis World is an adventure across space and time that explores the history of the Atlantean homeworld and 

culture—a topic readers have discussed and theorized about since the release of the first novel in the series (The Atlantis Gene). Set aside some time—you’ll be 

up late turning the pages to finish the trilogy. 

 

 

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look at The Atlantis World 

 

Northern Morocco: Dr. Kate Warner cured a global pandemic, and she thought she could cure herself. She was wrong. And she was wrong about the scope of 

the Atlantis conspiracy. Humanity faces a new threat, an enemy beyond imagination. With her own time running out and the utter collapse of human civilization 

looming, a new hope arrives: a coded message from a potential ally. 

 

Arecibo Observatory: Mary Caldwell has spent her life waiting, watching the stars, looking for signs of intelligent life beyond our world. When that day comes, 

Mary is thrust into a struggle older than the human race, with far greater stakes. She must decide whom to trust because there is nowhere to hide. 

 

Antarctica: In the wake of the Atlantis Plague, Dorian Sloane finds himself a puppet to Ares and his mysterious agenda. When Dorian moves to take control of the 

situation, Ares unleashes a cataclysm that changes everything. As the catastrophe circles the globe, Ares reveals the true nature of the threat to humanity, and 

Dorian agrees to one last mission: find and kill David Vale and Kate Warner. There will be no prisoners this time. The orders are seek and destroy, and Dorian 

has been promised that his own answers and salvation lie on the other side. 



With Dorian in pursuit, Kate, David, and their team race through the ruins of the Atlantean ship left on Earth, across Atlantean science stations throughout the

galaxy, and into the past of a mysterious culture whose secrets could save humanity in its darkest hour. With their own lives on the line and time slipping away,

Kate, David, and Dorian are put to the ultimate test. 

 

 

Note: The Atlantis World is the third and final book in The Origin Mystery trilogy.

Dark Stranger Revealed (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 2)

Author: I. T. Lucas

"Outstanding! The story gripped me from the beginning and I didn't stop until I finished the third book. The other books on my kindle will have to wait because

I'm going to keep reading the series to the last page."

"An excellent read! This is a very different take on paranormal and it was an accidental find. After reading the first book in the series, I bought the entire set. It's

fast paced, intriguing and the characters are fully formed and interesting. I cannot put it down!"

“A new favorite author and series!!! I really enjoyed this book and the entire series. It’s a wonderful paranormal book that is completely different from

everything else out there. I devoured all five within a 3 day period of time. Both the writing, characters and story line was AMAZING and I’m dying to get my hands

on the next book!!”

"I LOVE LOVE LOVE THIS SERIES! I was trying to find a series similar to the Black Dagger Brotherhood series by JR Ward and this hit the nail on the head! I

finished the entire series within two weeks and I cannot wait for Book 9 to release! IT Lucas, please keep this story line going as long as possible... I cannot wait

to see what happens to the rest of the clan!"

"Awesome story with intriguing characters. Romance and intrigue that draws one in. Better than Shades of Grey by a mile."

I. T. Lucas is one of the best authors I have come across. The Children of the Gods series is fantastic. The characters are savage, gritty sexy, enthralling and

the story lines are thrilling. I can't put the book down once I have started and I have read 11 of them. The men are superbly buffed and wild, and the women give

them a run for their money in the gorgeous, sexy and strong stakes. Very highly recommend these books to anyone who enjoys sitting on the edge of their seat

and chewing their nails in anticipation of what is to come. Very explicit and cruel in some of the books.

"...I was completely hooked from start to finish and did not want to put it down until I was done! I found myself devastated that the story was over

already and wanting to read more..." - OnlineBookClub.org

-----------------------------------------------

While sheltered in the clan's stronghold, Syssi is unaware that Kian and Amanda are not human, and neither are the supposedly religious fanatics that are after

her. She feels a powerful connection to Kian, and as he introduces her to a world of pleasure she never dared imagine, his dominant sexuality is a revelation.

Considering that she's completely out of her element, Syssi feels comfortable and safe letting go with him. That is, until she begins to suspect that all is not as it

seems. Piecing the puzzle together, she draws a scary, yet wrong conclusion...

------------------------------------------------

An Amazon top 10 All-Star, I. T. Lucas is one of the most popular authors in Kindle Unlimited.

The Lost Colony (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 3)

Author: A.G. Riddle

Can humanity survive on a new world? 

 

On Eos, the last survivors of the Long Winter face their greatest challenge yet—and race to unravel the deepest secrets of the grid. It’s a journey across space 

and time and into humanity’s past and future—with a twist you’ll never forget. 

 

 

NOTE: The Lost Colony is a full-length novel (384 pages in print). It is the third and final book in The Long Winter trilogy, which began with Winter World. 

 

Don’t miss the thrilling conclusion to this Wall Street Journal bestselling trilogy. 

 

 

Selected Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 



“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look at The Lost Colony 

 

The last survivors of the human race escaped a ruined Earth. Their new homeworld—Eos—seemed perfect at first. Warm. Hospitable. Safe from the grid. But

everything isn’t as it seems. 

 

The first colony of settlers—from the Carthage—have disappeared. Their settlement is still there, but everyone is gone. As James digs into the mystery of the lost

colony, he discovers a series of spheres, buried on Eos. Are they the key to finding the lost colonists? Or are they responsible for their deaths? 

 

Just as James is unraveling the secrets of the spheres, a storm hits Jericho City. Emma, recently elected mayor, struggles to lead her people to safety while

James tries to make his way home. In the middle of the chaos, a new danger emerges—a threat no one saw coming. 

 

With time running out to save the colonists, James and Emma face their hardest choice yet. 

 

 

About the Author 

 

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available in a variety of formats: as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and

hardcover). It is also enrolled in Kindle Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Barbarian's Treasure: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 21)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Everyone knows Megan and Cashol hit it off the moment they resonated…didn’t they? But when Josie goes into labor, an off-hand comment makes Megan point

out to her friend that no, things weren’t always so smooth. Just because resonance is immediate doesn’t mean it’s immediately perfect.

But also…just because it’s an instant bond doesn’t mean it’s wrong. Sometimes it’s very, very right.

Ice Ice Babies: Ice Planet Barbarians: A Slice of Life Short Story

Author: Ruby Dixon

It's hard being a new mom on a barren, wintry planet. How about a mom...times two? Nora has to find a way to juggle babies, her mate, and friendships while

catching the occasional nap. Can she get her groove back?

This is a short story set in the ICE PLANET BARBARIANS series and does not stand alone. It should be read after BARBARIAN'S MATE and is a little bit of

sweetness and family life for those waiting for the next release.

Trained For Their Pleasure (Omega Prey Book 5)

Author: L.V. Lane

I'm a Beta. I'm not supposed to be with an Alpha.  

But he's taking me anyway. 

Both him and his brother.  

A Beta can be trained, he says.  

Trained to satisfy an Alpha.  

And so my training begins. 



Trained For Their Pleasure is a MFM fantasy Omegaverse with two barbarian Alphas determined to own their sweet but stubborn Beta mate!  

*Standalone novel with HEA.

Having the Barbarian's Baby: Ice Planet Barbarians: A Slice of Life Short Story

Author: Ruby Dixon

Megan’s ready to give birth, but she’s not ready to let her mate leave her side. When Cashol must go hunting to feed the tribe, they’re separated for the first time

since resonance. Not a problem, except the baby’s ready to be born and there’s a storm brewing…

This is a short story set in the ICE PLANET BARBARIANS world. It does not stand alone, and is intended to be read after BARBARIAN’S MATE. It’s a little bit of

sweetness for those that can’t get enough of the big blue aliens! Happy reading!

Shadow Storm (A Shadow Riders Novel Book 6)

Author: Christine Feehan

A long-simmering feud between two families comes to a head in this gripping novel in Christine Feehan's New York Times bestselling Shadow Riders

series.

As the youngest member of the Ferraro family, Emmanuelle has watched each of her brothers find happiness in love while her own heart was shattered by a

lover’s betrayal. For two years she’s stayed as far away from Valentino Saldi as possible—until she learns that he’s been shot during a hostile takeover of his

family’s territory.

Emme’s first instinct is to call her brother Stefano for help, and soon the entire Ferraro clan arrives to bring Val back from the brink of death and protect the Saldis

from further attack. With one choice Emme has re-exposed herself to Val’s intoxicating pull and dragged her family into the Saldis’ private war.

A deadly storm is brewing, and only time will tell who survives…

Her Alien Prince: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 1)

Author: Presley Hall

I was sent to make contact with aliens… I never expected one to claim me as his mate.

When I get the chance to be part of a first-contact mission to space, I jump at it. I need a break from my life back on Earth. From the lie of my marriage. From the 

heartbreak of betrayal. 

 

But after we crash on a planet far from our planned destination, everything changes. Stranded in an unforgiving wilderness, I suddenly find myself hoping 

extraterrestrial life doesn’t exist. 

 

No such luck. 

 

As I search for a way to rejoin the other survivors, I fall—literally—into the lap of a massive alien warrior with metallic blue skin and cat-like eyes. He’s… 

gorgeous. Mesmerizing. I can’t stop staring at him, and he seems just as fascinated by me. 

 

Actually, he seems more than fascinated. The way he looks at me is possessive and protective, and even though I can’t understand his words, his voice sends 

shivers down my spine. 

 

I don’t understand what’s happening between us, but I do know one thing: he’s the best shot I have at finding a way back home. 

 

The only problem is, I’m not so sure anymore that I want to leave. 

 

 

Her Alien Prince is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a heroine who learns what love truly is, and a rebel prince who 

would move the stars for his fated mate. 

 

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed! 

 

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order. 

 

Voxeran Fated Mates series: 

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth) 

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro)



Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen) 

Book 4: Her Alien Warrior (Gemma and Kzuri) 

Book 5: Her Alien Rogue (Raina and Kaide) 

Book 6: TBA

Breakthrough

Author: Michael C. Grumley

ONE OF THE GREATEST BREAKTHROUGHS IN HUMAN HISTORY.

A SECRET THAT WAS NEVER SUPPOSED TO BE FOUND.

AND A CRISIS THAT CANNOT BE STOPPED.

Deep in the Caribbean Sea, a nuclear submarine is forced to suddenly abort its mission under mysterious circumstances. Strange facts begin to emerge that lead

naval investigator, John Clay, to a small group of marine biologists who are quietly on the verge of making history.

With the help of a powerful computer system, Alison Shaw and her team are preparing to translate the first two-way conversation with the planet's second

smartest species. But the team discovers much more from their dolphins than they ever expected when a secret object is revealed on the ocean floor. One that

was never supposed to be found.

Alison was sure she would never trust the military again. However, when an unknown group immediately becomes interested in her work, Alison realizes John

Clay may be the only person she can trust. Together they must piece together a dangerous puzzle, and the most frightening piece, is the trembling in Antarctica.

To make matters worse, someone from the inside is trying to stop them. Now time is running out...and our understanding of the world is about to change forever.

Hannah's Hero (Icehome Book 6)

Author: Ruby Dixon

All I want is Hannah.

We've resonated, but she avoids me. She has made it very clear that she wants no mate, whether he has two arms or four. But when others leave the Icehome

beach camp for a getaway to a fruit-filled cave, Hannah wants to go, and she needs a companion.

Me.

For the first time, we talk...and I realize my female isn't as good as ignoring me as she thinks. She watches me with hungry eyes. She blushes at my bold words.

When I touch her? She no longer runs away.

It is time I show her that a Strong Arm hunter can be the right mate for her, and that four arms can hold her twice as closely as two.

Fever Fae: a shifter Fae fantasy romance (Dark Fae Kings Book 1)

Author: Meg Xuemei X

Yes, to the hottest, baddest Fae Kings. No, to being their bitch.

When my parents mysteriously disappear, leaving me to raise my six crazy, younger siblings, my dreams for college are dashed.

It gets worse when someone sends a slew of monster assassins after me. Their untimely arrival is followed by three devastatingly hot Fae who stalk me.

Baron, the pompous and dominating Summer King, thinks I'm a dark Fae and wants my head. Then he changes his mind and declares me his fated mate.

Hells-a-no. Especially now that he wants me to prove my worth. Really?

Then there's Rowan, the possessive and cruel Winter King, who offers to protect me from the assassins, but only if I accept his obnoxious courtship requests.

And finally, there's Night King Rydstrom, a dangerous and mysterious Fae with an ass that doesn't quit, who thinks he has every right to play me like a fiddle.

Too bad for them, I'm not the docile type they're used to commanding. I might want them, but I have no intention of joining the trail of broken hearts and bodies in

their wake.

For I hold a deep, dark secret. Their arrival has woken in me the very forbidden magic they've been hunting, and I, Evelina, am going to have a wicked good time

teaching these Fae kings a lesson.



Wicked: A Sci Fi Alien Romance (Society of Savages Book 1)

Author: Hope Hart

When I left Agron, I wanted only one thing:

To make the Grivath pay for what they did to us. 

When our space fuel lasts just long enough for us to reach the hub planet Brexos, it seems like everything is falling into place. 

But Brexos is run by the machiavellian Malakaz- an alien who now controls our fate with the swipe of one clawed finger. 

None of us are entirely happy with the deal we strike, but we have no choice. 

It’s simple: Bring Malakaz a package in exchange for his help with our revenge. 

The problem? One look at that ‘package’ and my heart stops, every inch of my body on high alert.

Jax has revenge plans of his own, and no intention of falling in line with ours. 

His ice-blue eyes seem to look deep into my soul, and I can’t seem to stop fantasizing about his hard body pressed up against mine. 

Is my retribution more important than my heart? Even if it means Jax loses his one shot at his own enemies? 

Even if I lose my one chance… for love? 

Wicked is a full-length romance with no cliffhanger and a guaranteed HEA. Society of Savages is a spin-off from the hugely popular Warriors of Agron series and

features characters from the Arcav Alien Invasion series. While you may enjoy the series more if you've read the previous books, this is a standalone series.

Read it now

A Nude Attitude: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 3)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Erica survive the hidden dangers of an alien ocean? And the charms of the alien convict stranded with her?

Erica desperately needs a break from her domineering father - especially his latest scheme to marry her off so she can produce an heir. When she wakes up on a

tropical island, it almost seems like the answer to a prayer…

Except she’s naked, alone, and she’s never seen an island quite like this before. She’s certainly never seen anyone like the big blue alien who walks out of the

sea with a fierce grin and a massive spear.

A’rien is smooth, charming - and unlucky. When his latest scheme goes awry, he is tried and convicted of a crime he didn’t commit. His fate seems certain, but

instead, he wakes up on an unknown planet. He has everything he needs to survive, including a strange, beautiful female. Has his luck finally turned?

But the more time A'rien spends with Erica - teasing her, protecting her, touching her - the more he realizes that she doesn’t belong in this world. Will he give in to

his desire to keep her - or will the conscience he never knew he had insist that he let her go?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

Fire In His Kiss: A Post-Apocalyptic Dragon Romance (Fireblood Dragon Book 2)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Bloodlust and insanity rule my existence. As a fierce drakoni warrior, this strange new world I find myself in eats at my mind until there is nothing left. There is no 

light or clarity...until she arrives. I save her life, plucking her from the sky. 

 

From that point on, she is mine. 

 

But the human I have chosen for my mate - Sasha - is fragile and wounded. She does not trust me and fears my presence. I will not give up, though. I will do 

anything to give her my fires and bond us both in body and spirit. How can I convince her that I want nothing more than her happiness if she will not let me touch 

her? 



How does a dragon woo a human?

Angie's Gladiator: A SciFi Alien Romance (Icehome Book 5)

Author: Ruby Dixon

As an a’ani warrior, my life matters little. Cloned from the same matter as thousands of others, I am but one of many. Here on the ice planet, though, I can start

over. I can become my own person, have my own needs, my own wants.

I know what I want. I have known since the moment I arrived.

Her name is Angie. She is human, with sad, lonely eyes and a very pregnant belly. To her, I am not just another clone. I am Vordis, the one who laughs at her

jokes, tends to her needs, and makes her smile. I will do anything to make her mine.

But my brother and fellow clone Thrand thinks the same way, and he's just as determined to win her. Will I have to destroy my bond with my brother to win my

female? Or will he cause a rift between us that's impossible to mend?

The Bare Essentials: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 2)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Janet survive the heat of an alien desert? And the heat of the alien warrior who finds her?

One minute Janet is sliding into a snow bank. The next she is alone in the middle of a strange pink desert. Alone and naked.

When a huge, golden-scaled male appears out of the shifting sands, she is convinced that he is a mirage. But the fiery pleasure of his touch feels too real to be

an illusion.

Sabrost is preparing for his final initiation as a priest of Tetlana when he is snatched away from his temple. The desert in which he awakens reminds him of his

ancestral sands. But his ancestors would never have accepted the delicate female who arouses all of his protective instincts.

The desert holds many secrets - not the least of which are the secrets of the heart. Which will prove most treacherous as Janet and Sabrost make the perilous

trek to safety?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

Pandemic (The Extinction Files Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian 

 

Now an Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestseller. 

 

From A.G. Riddle, the worldwide bestselling author with OVER FOUR MILLION COPIES SOLD in twenty languages, comes a groundbreaking novel that takes 

you inside the the CDC and WHO response to a global outbreak. It’s an eye-opening journey that may well change everything you think you know about 

pandemics—and how to survive one. 

 

 

Selected Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle makes an effort to keep the focus on how his characters react to each other (including to their future selves) rather than to the technological marvels that 

reshaped their world.” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—Departure has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander on Departure 

 

 

An Extended Look at Pandemic



 

A hundred miles north of Alaska, a US Coast Guard vessel discovers a sunken submarine at the bottom of the Arctic Ocean. It has no national identification. It

doesn’t match the records of any known vessel. Deep within, researchers find evidence of a scientific experiment that will rewrite our basic understanding of the

human race. 

 

In Atlanta, Dr. Peyton Shaw is awakened by the phone call she has dreaded for years. As the CDC’s leading epidemiologist, she’s among the first responders to

outbreaks around the world. It’s a lonely and dangerous job, but it’s her life—and she’s good at it. This time, she may have met her match. 

 

In Kenya, an Ebola-like pathogen has infected two Americans. One lies at death’s door. With the clock ticking, Peyton assembles her team and joins personnel

from the Kenyan Ministry of Health and the WHO. What they find in the remote village is beyond their worst fears. As she traces the origin of the pathogen,

Peyton begins to believe that there is more to this outbreak—that it may be merely the opening act in a conspiracy with far reaching consequences. 

 

In Berlin, Desmond Hughes awakens in a hotel room with no memory of how he got there or who he is. On the floor, he finds a dead security guard from an

international pharmaceutical company. His only clue leads him to Peyton Shaw—a woman who seems to know him, but refuses to tell him how. With the police

searching the city for him, Desmond desperately tries to piece together what happened to him. To his shock and horror, he learns that he may be involved in

causing the outbreak—and could hold the only key to stopping it. 

 

As the pathogen spreads around the world, Peyton and Desmond race to unravel the conspiracy behind the pandemic—and uncover secrets some want to keep

buried. With time running out, they face an unimaginable decision. 

 

 

NOTE: this novel is available as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and hardcover). It’s also in Kindle

Unlimited where subscribers can borrow it for free.

Provoked: A Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 6)

Author: Tana Stone

I snuck onto the wrong ship. Now I’m at the mercy of the most terrifying and deadly of the Vandar warlords—and he refuses to let me go.

Running away and joining my sister and her Vandar mate seemed like a great idea. Until I stowed away on the wrong ship.

Now I’m on a Vandar warbird flying far away from my home planet, but my sister is nowhere in sight. Instead, I’m trapped with the Vandar warlord they call the

Deranged Raas. They whisper that he’s insane, and when I meet the menacing alien, I understand why.

The dark and ruthless warlord might be huge and gorgeous, but he also rules with absolute power and domination. He and his crew live and fight in the remotest

part of the galaxy, where there are no rules and no mercy. It’s where he plans to take me unless I can convince him to let me go.

Raas Vassim does not tolerate stowaways or challenge. But I didn’t run away from one controlling life to end up in another. No way will I submit to his

commands—even if his touch provokes feelings I’ve never experienced before. Although I fear his darkness, it also stokes a fire deep within me. And makes me

want to delve beneath his dominant and savage exterior.

All I need to do to get away from the Raas is to send a message to my sister, which he’ll let me do. For a price. But is submitting to him a price I’m willing to pay?

Provoked is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, alien horde space battles, and some

serious heat.

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction romance, and hot scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love Provoked, the sixth

book in Tana Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone, but the series is better when read in order.

Saved by the Stryxian: A Sci-fi Alien Romance (Stryxian Alien Warriors Book 2)

Author: Ella Blake

When Brandy Trentler's wealthy family insists she marry the jerk who cheated on her, she signs up for the Stryxian mate lottery. Who knew her number would be 

drawn in the first round? Nothing goes right after that--the transport ship is attacked, she is captured by the enemy Morr-ta aliens and thrown in prison. When a 

gorgeous Stryxian warrior rescues her, she thinks she's won freedom and her fated mate, but he has some big, bad secret and apparently, it's a deal breaker for 

him. 

 

Kando Cardax probably shouldn't go back into the enemy's lair to rescue the human female, but he cannot leave her to certain death. He also cannot hide his 

metal cyborg parts from her forever, especially since with each passing moment, he's falling in love with her. 

 

Passions flare as the two take refuge in a hidden section of the enemy base, but a discovery that could upend the Morr-ta war makes their odds of survival slim. 

Kando will do anything to protect Brandy as they fight to flee the enemy base, even if it means revealing himself as a cyborg to save her. All he's known is fear



and aversion to cyborgs like him. Why should he expect Brandy to react any differently? And how will he let her go when he is asked to make the ultimate

sacrifice to save both the Stryxian and human species? 

 

This is book 2 in the Stryxian Alien Warriors series. I write what I love to read, so there is always consent and a happy ending, and never cheating or cliffhangers.

Enjoy!

A Discovery of Witches: A Novel (All Souls Trilogy, Book 1)

Author: Deborah Harkness

Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy with all the magic of Harry

Potter and Twilight” (People).

Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! 

Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion and

obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant of witches, discovers a long-lost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in

Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its reappearance summons a fantastical underworld, which she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont.

Harkness has created a universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale of

magic and suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with The Book of Life.

Claimed: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Fated Mates of the Kalixian Warriors Book 1)

Author: Presley Hall

Recently jobless and homeless, now I’ve been kidnapped by aliens.

I thought my day couldn’t get any worse… until the disgusting Orkun warlords who abducted me tell me I’m meant to be a “bride” for their commander.

No! No freaking way.

But before I can figure out a way off this spaceship, I find myself caught in the middle of an uprising by their other captives: a breathtakingly masculine gladiator

race called Kalixians.

With their bronze skin, horns, and rippling muscles, the Kalixians look like gods.

Their leader, Tordax, is the most stunning of all. His touch sets off fireworks in my body, and I’m drawn to him in a way I can’t understand—especially considering

we don’t even speak the same language.

But am I really safer now, or have I just traded one captor for another?

What does this powerful alien want with me?

And why does he keep looking at me like I’m his?

Claimed is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring hot alien gladiators with huge… horns, a sassy heroine who finds her courage in space, and a

possessive alpha hero who would do anything to protect his fated mate.

If you like sexy aliens, sweeping adventure, and steamy romance, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed!

Fated Mates of the Kalixian Warriors series::

Book 1: Claimed (Rose and Tordax)

Book 2: Seized (Harper and Malav)

Book 3: Rescued (Autumn and Sorsir)

Book 4: Bound (Emma and Khrelan)

Book 5: Broken (Jade and Brele)

Book 6: Consumed (Lucy and Tycran)

Book 7: Damaged (Cora and Druxik)

Book 8: TBA (Brooke and Zhori)

Stolen (Tribes Book 2)



Author: Milana Jacks

No male in the tribal lands would stoop so low as to steal a prize instead of winning her fair and square.

Nar

There’s a reason I’m standing knee-deep in mud, my body pelted with rain that annoys me to the bone. I'm hating on the rival tribe, and I’m entering their games

only to eliminate their Earl. I'm not here for the prize.

The moment I spot the female—who’s shivering, miserable, but still managing to spit at her captors—I forget I'm not competing for her. My heart thumps in my

ears, and the hunter steers.

I wanna win her.

Michelle

Once upon a recent time, I traveled on a ship bound for a sun-and-sea vacation planet. Until it crashed, and the natives captured and threw me in a hole—then

dragged me in front of a couple hundred warriors who’re here competing for breeding rights.

I hate them all. Except for the one who seems not quite like the others. Oh, he’s pretty much like them, but some instinct within me tells me if I stop throwing my

inner pity party and do as I’m told, I just might survive…

Nar

Ask me how I feel about stealing the prize now.

Inside the pages: world building, tribal legends, action, plot, revisit of couple from book 1, strong tribal friendship bonds, sassy smart heroine, and humor all tightly

packed into pages to deliver sci-fi and fantasy romance with an authentic alien Alpha voice. Flirt with the edge wrapped in cozy comfort of warm furs and firelight

today.

The Nanny and the Alien Warrior (Treasured by the Alien Book 5)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can an alien warrior who has given up hope find a new future with the woman and child who need him?

Joanna is snatched away from her peaceful academic life and sold to K’herra, a forbidding alien warlord. To her relief, he only wants her as a caretaker for his

precocious daughter, Sultavi.

A year later, Lord K’herra is dead, and Joanna and Sultavi are on the run from his killers. Their only hope is to locate a down-on-his-luck mercenary who owes

K’herra a debt of honor. Joanna doesn’t expect to find a massive green warrior with the saddest eyes she’s ever seen.

Craxan lost his family and his future in the great plague that decimated the Cire race. Since then, he’s led a hollow life using his warrior skills for anyone who can

pay.

When the daughter of an old acquaintance appears, demanding his assistance, he reluctantly agrees to help her. But the delightful little girl - and the enchanting

human female who accompanies her - quickly win him over.

He promises to take them to safety, but the more time he spends with them, the more he is convinced that they belong with him. He finally has a cause worth

fighting for - but even if he can keep them safe from their enemies, what does a worn-out warrior have to offer?

Each book in the Treasured by the Alien series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet and steamy HEA is intended for adults only.

Lightning Game (A GhostWalker Novel Book 17)



Author: Christine Feehan

Danger and passion fuse in this electrifying GhostWalker novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan.

GhostWalker Rubin Campo’s rough upbringing made him into the man he is today: strong, steadfast and wary of outsiders. When he and his brother return to

their family’s homestead in the Appalachian Mountains, he can immediately sense that a stranger has taken up residence in their cabin—a woman who just

happens to be a GhostWalker too.

Jonquille looks deceptively delicate but is clearly a fighter. She also doesn’t seem to care that Rubin could kill her where she stands. She sought him out, wanting

to connect on their shared interest in electrical charges. As one of the first failed GhostWalker experiments, Jonquille can produce lightning with her body—but

she can’t control it.

Their connection is magnetic, their abilities in sync. Rubin knows she’s his match, the answer to a lifetime of pain and intense loneliness. But Jonquille came to

him with hidden intentions, ones that threaten to destroy their bond before it can truly begin.…

Half-Blood Academy 1: Magic Trials

Author: Meg Xuemei X

"Welcome to Half Death Academy." That's what they call my new school--because only half the students survive.

Rule #1: Keep your head down and don't mess with the four gorgeous demigods who rule the school.

Rule #2: When the demigods try to kill you, lie down and die.

Too bad I never was very good at following the rules. And when my forbidden power awakens, I'll make them regret they tried to make me their bitch.

Magic Trials is the first book in the Half-Blood Academy series, a reverse harem bully romance starring four handsome, cruel, yet overprotective demigods and a

badass heroine. Heart-pounding action blends with steamy romance. For fans of Ilona Andrews, Jaymin Eve, Leia Stone, K.F. Breene, and Ivy Asher.

* EXCERPT *

"Now, I need to get you naked."

The Demigod of War held my gown, and I raised my arms for him to pull it off my head carefully. It would take some effort since the gown hugged my every curve.

A tearing sound rent the air before I could stop him from ripping my gown into two pieces.

"It's an expensive dress, Axel!" I cried.

"I can afford to buy you thousands more," he said, gloating, yet his voice remained seductive. "I'll buy you a thousand gowns tomorrow to replace this one."

I had a feeling he was going to tear off all of the dresses Héctor had provided for me. He couldn't help it. The demigods were all territorial and possessive, and

Axel was one of the worst.

"That's not the point," I shouted in dismay. "I loved this gown. And you should give the money to the poor instead of buying me dresses. I don't need any."

"You're so beautiful, Cookie." His hot mouth stole the rest of my protests, and his strong fingers thrust inside my liquid heat.

_______________________________________________________________

Here's what readers are saying about Magic Trials:

"This book starts out at 100 mph and never slows down." ★★★★★

"The steamy romance is like the icing on the cake. I enjoy it, but the story stands on its own without it; amazing characters, beautiful new worlds, daring

adventure, and just enough giggles." ★★★★★

"Magic Trials hit most of my soft spots: strong heroine, boarding school, possessive alpha males not too happy about sharing, and while the jerk of the group

takes the bullying path, it's not her against everyone and most definitely not her against all of her love interests." ★★★★★

"This is a super fun, exciting beginning to a series I'm really looking forward to diving into. I can't wait to see what danger Marigold will face, the way she will put

the men in their place, and the friends she will make along the way."★★★★★

Choosing Theo: The Clecanian Series Book 1

Author: Victoria Aveline

Being kidnapped by aliens is only the start of Jade's problems. Thankfully, her rescuers, an alien race known as the Clecanians, are willing to protect her, but she

has to stay on their planet for one year and respect the rules of their culture—including choosing a husband. Jade refuses at first but decides to play along until

she can find a way back to Earth.Theo, a scarred mercenary who prefers a life of solitude, is stunned when Jade selects him as her husband. After years of being

passed over, he never imagined he would be chosen and neither did anyone else. Only one explanation makes sense…the curvy enticing female must be a spy,

and Theo’s determined to break her cover using any means necessary.As Jade and Theo are forced to spend time together, their chemistry becomes undeniable.

But neither can afford to bring love into the equation, especially since Jade seems determined to go home. After all, she can't possibly stay here, right?



Devi's Distraction: A SciFi Alien Romance (Icehome Book 7)

Author: Ruby Dixon

It's hard to make friends with the other women at the Icehome camp when you'd rather be dissecting the local fauna. Which is why I'm surprised when one of the

big, brawny islanders asks me to help him make a prosthetic leg. I don't know N'dek, but since I'm a scientist, he wants my help. And while I'm more into

dinosaurs than anatomy, I love a challenge.

As we work together, I come to see that N'dek's not just clever and determined, he's also protective and sweet. And he kisses like a fiend.

He's a distraction I don't need...but he might be everything I've ever wanted. Too bad he says he's going to resonate to someone else.

Dark Enemy: Taken (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Series Book 4)

Author: I. T. Lucas

"I still can't get over just how absolutely amazing this series is!! To intertwine Greek Mythology and history in all aspects as well as current events is

absolutely mind blowing! So much so that when you really look at it can certainly seem plausible..."

"Move over Romeo and Juliet!"

"Loved it! Exciting, interesting and hot. Love Amanda and Dalhu starts to grow on me. Highly recommended for those looking for an exciting and sensual

read."

"Once in while a book or series comes along that simply won't let you put it down and this was one of those great finds! I normally find myself skimming

through characters to get to the ones I like, but not this time! I loved every sentence of every character introduced and simply want more!”

Since the dawn of human civilization, two warring factions of immortals, the descendants of the gods of old, have been secretly shaping its destiny. Amanda's

small clan champions progress and peace, while their powerful enemy, the Doomers, propagates ignorance and war.

Descending from a single goddess, the only one to survive the ancient cataclysm that wiped out her kind, Amanda's clan members are forbidden to each other.

And as the only other known immortals are their hated enemies, they've been long resigned to a lonely existence of fleeting trysts with human partners. That is,

until Amanda, the goddess's youngest daughter and a researcher of paranormal abilities, makes a game-changing discovery; two of her test subjects might be

dormant carriers of the immortal gene. But before she can prove it, she gets snatched off a Beverly Hills street by a huge Doomer.

Dalhu can't believe his luck when he stumbles upon the beautiful immortal professor. Presented with a once in a lifetime opportunity to grab an immortal female

for himself, he kidnaps her and runs. If he gets caught, either by her people or his, his life is forfeit. But for a chance of a loving mate and a family of his own,

Dalhu is prepared to do everything in his power to win Amanda's heart, and that includes leaving the Doom brotherhood and his old life behind.

Amanda soon discovers that there is more to the handsome Doomer than his dark past and a hulking, sexy body. But succumbing to her enemy's seduction, or

worse, developing feelings for a ruthless killer is out of the question. No man is worth life on the run, not even the one and only immortal male she could claim as

her own.

Her clan and her research must come first.

Plundered: A Sc-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 2)

Author: Tana Stone

My sister gave herself to the raider warlord to save me. Now I’m hunting him down and getting her back. 

 

I’ve never forgiven myself for letting that brute drag her off my ship, and I’ve done nothing but search for his horde of warships since he let my ship go free. 

 

Everyone knows the Vandar raiders are cruel and merciless, so when my ship is attacked by another of the alien race’s warlords, I expect to be blown out of the 

sky. Instead, he takes me as his captive. 

 

I may be the warlord’s prize, but no way will I submit to his demands. Even if his hard body and fiery eyes ignite a desire in me like nothing have before. 

 

Despite my captivity, I’m still determined to find my sister. This Vandar warrior might not have her, but he knows who does. If I can give him what he wants, 

maybe he’ll help me find her. But can I risk letting him control more than my body? Can I risk him plundering my heart? 

 

Plundered is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, heart-pounding space battles, and 

some serious enemies-to-lovers heat. 

 

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction romance, and hot scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love Plundered, the



second book in Tana Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone. 

 

Rising: After the Thaw (The Thaw Chronicles Book 1)

Author: Heidi Catherine

Four tests. Seven days. Nine teens. 

Only the chosen shall breed.

★★★★★ "This is definitely way up there with the Hunger Games and Divergent!"

Humans now live in a super greenhouse. Seas have risen. Oceans have acidified. And the fight for resources is deadly. To ensure nothing of this magnitude ever

happens again, only those with enough intelligence and heart will earn the right to bear children and heal the earth. 

Nine teens must face the tests of the Proving to decide who will be Bound to this new order. Four of them will challenge the system in ways even they can’t

imagine.

Nova. The gentle soul who has everything to lose.

Kian. The champion of this new world who’s determined to succeed. 

Dex. The one who'll learn nothing is as it seems.

Wren. The rebel who wants nothing to do with any of it.

As the fight to breed becomes a fight to survive, rules are broken, and hearts are captured. This Proving won’t just decide the future of this new order,

it will decide the future of humankind.

Lovers of Divergent, The Hunger Games, and The Maze Runner series will be blown away by the breathtaking new series from USA Today best-selling author

Tamar Sloan and award-winning author Heidi Catherine. 

Scroll up and grab your copy now!

What readers are saying about After the Thaw... 

★★★★★ "Rising is without doubt the best dystopian series I have ever read."

★★★★★ "It's understandable why this is compared to the Hunger Games…the writing is top notch and on the same level as those books."

★★★★★ "Oh my. I couldn't put this book down. I can't wait for more!"

★★★★★ "Great beginning to a new dystopian world! If you love dystopian, futuristic, or climatic fiction you need to start reading this series now!"

★★★★★ "I didn't think it possible for another story to rival the likes of the Hunger Games and Divergent, but if Burning is an indicator, After The Thaw is going to

be THE series to slake dystopian fans' thirst."

Aftershocks: Ice Planet Barbarians: A Slice of Life Short Story

Author: Ruby Dixon

On the day the world shook, everything changed for the barbarian tribe. This short story goes back to the event and gives additional insight. How do Rukh and

Harlow fare through the disaster? How does the chief handle the destruction of everything he’s ever known?

This short story is a slice of life and intended to be read after Barbarian’s Taming. It is NOT a stand alone. It is, however, intended to provide extra character

insight for those who want to visit the ice planet for a little bit longer.

Alien Awoken: Sci Fi Mail Order Bride Family Alien Romance (Zyanthan Warriors Book 4)



Author: Julie K. Cohen

Baby on Board. Blue, horned alien flying ship. Help!

Jade

Jade will do anything to protect her daughter, even cooperate with the blue, horned alien who says a friend sent him to get her, to keep her safe. She’s heard that

line before. Jade shouldn’t trust him, but she can’t stay on Earth either. She has to take her chances with Havok. Who has a name like Havok, anyway? But with

her baby growing attached to the big blue lug, and the way he holds Clementine as if she were his, Jade may have to pretend to be the alien’s bride… anything to

avoid losing her daughter.

Havok

Havok always wanted a family. And now he has one. A human and her youngling named after a fruit. He always knew humans were strange, but wonderful at the

same time, especially this guarded female and her precious little one. In stealing them from Earth, he’s made them fugitives and now he’s taking them to the

worst place possible... home. Zyan. A planet about to be plunged into another war, a planet full of traitors, and worse... his people who reject him because of the

color of his skin and horns. The human female doesn’t trust him and will flee if he’s not careful. He will protect her, even if it means betraying the man he’s fought

to become for so long, the warrior who swore to protect his planet above all else.

◆◆◆

A Warrior For Every Bride

Alien Awoken is a steamy Mail Order Bride Romance with a sweet alien desperate for a family and acceptance, and a few twists along the way. Each book in the

series ends in a very Happy Ever After.

Dark Stranger Immortal (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 3)

Author: I. T. Lucas

"I have absolutely loved each book in this series. The book was well thought out. The main characters and supporting characters were well written

and hilarious at times. I truly enjoyed this book and recommend it to anyone who loves a good paranormal romance that is different from everything

else out there."

"I loved each and every one I was able to read. I am so obsessed about the series, I am barely getting my 6 - 8hrs of sleep because I can't stop

reading. Lmao."

"I have literally been DEVOURING this series ever since I picked up the first book. This is going to end up being a huge hit, a big thing!" -Top 500

Reviewer

When Kian confesses his true nature, Syssi is not as much shocked by the revelation as she is wounded by what she perceives as his callous plans for her. If she

doesn't turn, he'd be forced to erase her memories and let her go. His family's safety demands secrecy – no one in the mortal world is allowed to know that

immortals exist. Resigned to the cruel reality, Syssi is determined to enjoy what little time she has with Kian, one day at a time.
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